We show that the unitary factor Up in the polar decomposition of a nonsingular matrix Z = UpH is the minimizer for both
Introduction
Just as every nonzero complex number z = re iϕ admits a unique polar representation with r ∈ R + , ϕ ∈ (−π, π], every matrix Z ∈ C n×n can be decomposed into a product of the unitary polar factor U p ∈ U (n) (where U (n) denotes the group of n×n unitary matrices) and a positive semidefinite matrix H [4, Lemma 2, p.124], [18, Ch. 8] , [19, p.414 ]:
This decomposition is unique if Z has full column rank. We note that the polar decomposition exists for rectangular matrices Z ∈ C m×n , but in this paper we shall restrict ourselves to invertible Z ∈ C n×n , in which case U p , H are unique and H = √ Z * Z is positive definite, where the matrix square root is taken to be the principal one [18, Ch. 6] .
The unitary polar factor U p plays an important role in geometrically exact descriptions of solid materials. In this case U T p F = H is called the right stretch tensor of the deformation gradient F and serves as a basic measure of the elastic deformation [10, 28, 32, 27, 26] . For additional applications and computational issues of the polar decomposition see e.g. [16, Ch. 12] and [25, 12, 23, 24] .
The unitary polar factor also has the property that in terms of any unitarily invariant matrix norm · , i.e. norms that satisfy X = U XV for any unitary U, V , it is the nearest unitary matrix [7, Thm. IX.7.2], [15] , [18, p. 197] 
1 2 (X + X * ) is the Hermitian part of X ∈ C n×n . This minimization property is fundamental as it holds for arbitrary n ∈ N, all unitarily invariant matrix norms, and in fact for the whole family µ sym * Log(Q * Z) + µ c skew * Log(Q * Z) , µ > 0, µ c ≥ 0.
By contrast, the respective property does not hold true [31] for µ sym * (Q * Z − I) + µ c skew * (Q * Z − I) , 0 < µ c < µ,
wherefore the minimization (2) seems even more fundamental than (3) . Note that (3) reduces to (1) by taking µ = µ c = 1. This result, which is a generalization of the fact for scalars that for any complex logarithm and for all z ∈ C \ {0}
has recently been proven for the spectral norm in any dimension n and the Frobenius norm for n ≤ 3 in [33] . By using majorization techniques (see also [9] ) we now prove this property in any dimension n and for any unitarily invariant matrix norm. In [33] the conditions for applying the new sum of squared logarithms inequality [11] are obtained from the inequality
which can be derived from Cohen's generalization [13] of Bernstein's trace inequality [5] , which is inequality (4) for the Frobenius norm. In this paper, we exploit the conditions obtained by Cohen [13] , inequality 6 below, directly, apply the logarithm first and then use majorization techniques.
In the next section we provide some basics about compound matrices and majorization upon which our proof is built. We then discuss properties of the matrix logarithm, and in section 3 we prove the asserted minimization property. Finally, we prove the uniqueness of U p as the minimizer.
Notation. σ i (X) = λ i (X * X) denotes the i-th largest singular value of X. The symbol I k denotes the k ×k identity matrix, which we simply write I if the dimension is clear. By · we mean any unitarily invariant matrix norm. U(n) denotes the group of complex unitary matrices. We let sym * X = 1 2 (X * +X) denote the Hermitian part of X and skew * X = 1 2 (X − X * ) the skew-Hermitian part of X such that X = sym * X + skew * X. exp denotes the matrix exponential function exp X = ∞ n=0 1 n! X n . In general, Log Z with capital letter denotes any solution to exp X = Z, while log Z denotes the principal matrix logarithm.
Preliminaries

Compound matrices and the generalized Bernstein inequality
The most important ingredient for our proof is inequality (6) below, which is stated in terms of compound matrices. The k-th compound matrix A (k) of a matrix A is the 
for any A, B ∈ C n×n (Binet-Cauchy formula).
In particular: if A is invertible, · (k) and −1 commute:
Denote by tr
] the i-th partial trace (sum of the i largest eigenvalues in modulus) of the k-th compound matrix of A. If A is similar to B, that is A = SBS −1 , then
because A (k) and B (k) are also similar by the preceding two properties. For A = diag(x 1 , . . . x n ), the k-th compound matrix A (k) is a diagonal matrix with the different products of k factors x i as entries.
and e.g.
Cohen [13] , generalizing Bernstein's result [5] , proved the inequality
for any A ∈ C n×n , k = 1, . . . , n, i = 1, . . . , (6) is an equality if AA * = A * A. We will use the case i = 1 of these inequalities for compound matrix traces to show the majorization of suitable vectors.
Majorization
Let x, y ∈ R n . Then x is said to be majorized by y, x ≺ y, if
where x ↓ denotes the vector x with decreasingly rearranged components. If the latter condition is dropped, we say x is weakly majorized by y, denoted by x ≺ w y, see [22] .
This theorem can be proved (see [1, eqn. (1.9)]) by using a characterization of majorization, given in [17, Thm.8] , via the existence of a doubly stochastic matrix P such that x = P y. We note that the theorem includes Karamata's inequality [21] , which states
f (y i ) under the same conditions. Based on an observation of von Neumann [34] (see also [7 
Matrix logarithm
For every nonsingular Z ∈ GL(n, C) there exists a solution X ∈ C n×n to exp X = Z, which we call a logarithm X = Log(Z) of Z. By definition,
whereas the converse does not have to be true without further assumptions, Log exp X = X , because, as in the scalar case, the matrix logarithm is multivalued depending on the unwinding number [18, p. 270] [3]: a nonsingular real or complex matrix may have an infinite number of real or complex logarithms.
If we want to work with one special logarithm with certain desirable properties, we use the principal matrix logarithm log X: Let X ∈ C n×n , and assume that X has no eigenvalues on (−∞, 0]. The principal matrix logarithm of X is the unique logarithm of X (the unique solution Y ∈ C n×n of exp Y = X) whose eigenvalues lie in the strip {z ∈ C : −π < Im(z) < π}. If X ∈ R n×n and X has no eigenvalues in (−∞, 0], then the principal matrix logarithm is real.
The following statements apply strictly only to the principal matrix logarithm [6, p.721]:
Since sym * X is Hermitian the matrix exp sym * X is positive definite, so we can apply (7) and it follows from (8) that
3 The minimization
Preparation
The goal is to find the unitary Q ∈ U(n) that minimizes Log(Q * Z) and sym * Log(Q * Z) over all possible logarithms. Due to the non-uniqueness of the logarithm, we give the following as the statement of the minimization problem:
We first observe, as shown in [33] , that without loss of generality we may assume that Z ∈ GL(n, C) is real, diagonal and positive definite. To see this, consider the unique polar decomposition Z = U p H and the eigenvalue decomposition H = V DV * where
= min
where we used the unitary invariance for any unitarily invariant matrix norm and the fact that X → sym * X and X → exp X are isotropic matrix functions, i.e. f ( sym * (Log(Q * Z)) .
As we will see, a solution of this problem will already imply the other minimization properties. Let n ∈ N be arbitrary. For any Q ∈ U(n) the Hermitian positive definite matrix exp(sym * Log Q * D) can be unitarily diagonalized with positive, real eigenvalues, i.e., for some Q 1 ∈ U(n)
Here, we assume that the positive real eigenvalues are ordered as
which holds true for arbitrary matrices [6, p.712], we have
and therefore
Due to (12), X 2 = XX * and exp(sym
Hence by equation (5) the matrices X 2 and exp((Log Q * D) + (Log(Q * D)) * ) have the same partial compound traces tr k i , and setting i = 1 we obtain from Cohen's inequality (6) that
i.e. (recall that tr
1 is the largest eigenvalue of the k-th compound matrix):
. . .
Of course, by (14) the last inequality is in fact an equality. Applying the logarithm to (14) and to (15) gives
That is, we have the majorization
very much in the spirit of the reformulation of Cohen's result in [2, Thm. C].
As the modulus is a convex function, from Theorem 2.2 we obtain
Note that these vectors contain nothing but the singular values of log X and log D respectively, and hence log X ≥ log D
for any unitarily invariant norm, by Theorem 2.3. According to (9) and (12),
and because · is unitarily invariant, (19) can be stated as
Together with the trivial upper bound (let Q = I and Log = log) we conclude that
The minimum is realized for Q = I, which corresponds to the polar factor U p in the original formulation.
To obtain the solution for the minimization problem min Q∈U(n)) Log(Q * D) from that of the Hermitian part (22) , we use the fact that for any unitarily invariant norm, the norm of the Hermitian part of any matrix is less than or equal to the norm of the matrix [19, p.454 ], sym * X ≤ X .
It follows that min
The last inequality, together with the upper bound for Q = I, yields
Combining the above results, for all µ > 0, µ c ≥ 0 we obtain (2):
In summary, we have proved the following:
Theorem 3.1 Let Z ∈ C n×n be a nonsingular matrix and let Z = U p H be its polar decomposition. Then for any unitarily invariant norm ·
and for any µ > 0, µ c ≥ 0 min Q∈U(n) (µ sym * Log(Q * Z) + µ c skew * Log(Q * Z) ) = µ log H .
Uniqueness
The question of uniqueness was considered in [33] for the spectral norm and for the Frobenius norm when n ≤ 3. The analysis there showed that Q = U p is the unique minimizer of Log Q * Z for the Frobenius norm for n ≤ 3, but not for the spectral norm. Moreover, it was conjectured there that Q = U p is the only matrix that minimizes log Q * Z regardless of the choice of the unitarily invariant norm. Here we prove this in the affirmative:
n×n be a nonsingular matrix, and suppose Q ∈ U (n) is such that for every unitarily invariant norm · the equality
holds. Then Q = U p , the unitary polar factor of Z.
proof. By Theorem 2.3, for a fixed Q to be the minimizer of Log Q * Z for every unitarily invariant norm, we need equality to hold in (19) for every Ky Fan k-norm
That is, we require log
We re-order the sets log x i and log d i to arrange in decreasing order of absolute value and denote them by | log
Recall that log x i and log d i also satisfy the majorization property (17) . We now claim that (17) and (25) 
It is worth noting that (25) includes the statement
that is, Karamata's inequality holds with equality. Moreover, Karamata's inequality is known to become an equality if and only if the two sets are equal, which in this case means log x i = log d i for all i, provided that the function f (x) (which here is |x|) is strictly convex. However, since |x| is not strictly convex over R, this argument is not directly applicable. Below we shall see that we nonetheless have
First, since log is a monotone function we have either log x 1 = log x 1 ≥ 0 or log x 1 = log x n < 0, and similarly log
By (25) we need | log
Observe that the assumption log
, because if log x 1 = log x n < 0 and hence | log x 1 | > | log x 1 |, then log d 1 > 0 and hence
contradicting the first majorization property in (17) .
Hence our assumptions are log (17), subtracting log d n = log d 1 = − log x 1 from both sides yields
Together with the (n − 1)th majorization assumption
which is equivalent to log x 1 + log x n ≤ 0. This contradicts our assumption | log x 1 | ≥ | log x n | unless | log x 1 | = | log x n |, but in this case we can remove both x n and d n (with x n = d n ) from the list without affecting the argument. Overall we have shown that we have x 1 = d 1 , and by repeating the same argument we conclude that
We next examine the necessary conditions to satisfy sym * Log(Q * D) = log D in (22) , and show that we need Q = I. We clearly need
for every unitarily invariant norm, which forces Log(Q * D) to be Hermitian. Hence the matrix exp(Log(Q * D)) is positive definite, so we can write exp(Log(Q * D)) = Q * 1 diag(x 1 , . . . , x n )Q 1 for some unitary Q 1 and x i > 0. Therefore the matrix logarithm is necessarily the principal one, and
Hence by (27) and (26) we have
so taking the exponential of both sides yields
Hence D = Q(Q * 1 DQ 1 ). Note that this is the polar decomposition of D, as Q * 1 DQ 1 is Hermitian positive definite. It follows that Q must be equal to the unique unitary polar factor of D, which is clearly I. Overall, for (28) to hold we always need Q = I, which corresponds to the unitary polar factor U p in the original formulation. Thus Q = U p is the unique minimizer of Log(Q * D) with minimum log(U * p D) . Other choices of the matrix logarithm are easily seen to give larger Log(Q * D) .
Although we have shown that Q = U p is always a minimizer of Log Q * Z , for a specific unitarily invariant norm it may not be the unique minimizer. For example, for the spectral norm there can be infinitely many Q for which log Q * Z = log U * p Z , as was shown in [33] . In general, Z = U p is not the unique minimizer when the norm does not involve all the singular values, such as the spectral norm Z = σ 1 (Z) and Ky Fan k-norm Z = k i=1 σ i (Z) for k < n. Below we discuss a general form of the minimizers Q for a Ky fan k-norm.
* is an SVD with permuted order of singular values. Then for any Q ∈ U (n) expressed as
(where · 2 denotes the spectral norm, that is, the largest singular value), we have
proof. Direct calculation shows for such Q that
so the singular values of log Q * Z are the union of log σ i , i = 1, . . . , k and those of log (Q 22 diag( σ k+1 , . . . , σ n )). By (29) we have log
, and (30) follows from the fact that
as we have seen in Theorem 3.1.
We note that the set of Q 22 that satisfies (29) includes the choice Q 22 = I n−k . Moreover, the set generally includes more than I n−k , and can be (but not always) as large as the whole group U (n − k).
Rectangular Z
The polar decomposition Z = U p H is defined for any Z ∈ C m×n with m ≥ n, including singular and rectangular matrices [18, Ch. 8] . Also in this case it solves [18, Thm. 8.4 ]
Therefore a natural question arises of whether U p is still the minimizer of Log Q * Z over Q ∈ C m×n such that Q * Q = I n when m > n. The answer to this question is in the negative, as can be seen by the simple example
but log V * Z = 0, clearly showing that U p is generally not the minimizer of Log Q * Z . We conclude that the minimization property of U p that we have discussed is particular for square and nonsingular matrices, contrary to the minimization property of U p with respect to Z − Q , which holds for any Z including rectangular ones.
where e (n) i (y) = e i (y 1 , · · · , y n ) denotes the elementary symmetric polynomial of first order, and
y 1 y 2 + y 1 y 3 + y 1 y 4 ≥ a 1 a 2 + a 1 a 3 + a 1 a 4 .
We note that the last inequality y 1 y 2 + y 1 y 3 + y 1 y 4 ≥ a 1 a 2 + a 1 a 3 + a 1 a 4 does not necessarily hold in this form. All of the appearing sums have to be the sums of the greatest corresponding terms. For example, if y 2 y 3 is greater than y 1 y 4 (and nothing excludes that), then the left hand side becomes y 1 y 2 + y 1 y 3 + y 2 y 3 .
Whether the right hand side stays a 1 a 2 + a 1 a 3 + a 1 a 4 or is changed to a 1 a 2 + a 1 a 3 + a 2 a 3 also, depends on, whether a 2 a 3 or a 1 a 4 is larger. (This has nothing to do with the corresponding inequality for y i .) We emphasize that this warning applies to nearly all of the following inequalities: y 1 y 2 + y 1 y 3 + y 1 y 4 + y 2 y 3 ≥ a 1 a 2 + a 1 a 3 + a 1 a 4 + a 2 a 3 . . .
e (n) 2 (y) = y 1 y 2 + · · · y n−1 y n ≥ a 1 a 2 + · · · a n−1 a n = e (n) 2 (a) .
Also for the products of three factors the estimate holds for the biggest, the sum of the two biggest, the sum of the biggest three, the biggest four...:
y 1 y 2 y 3 ≥ a 1 a 2 a 3 y 1 y 2 y 3 + y 1 y 2 y 4 ≥ a 1 a 2 a 3 + a 1 a 2 a 4 y 1 y 2 y 3 + y 1 y 2 y 4 + y 1 y 3 y 4 ≥ a 1 a 2 a 3 + a 1 a 2 a 4 + a 1 a 3 a 4 . . . n (a) = a 1 a 2 · · · a n .
Remark 1: We arrived at the log-majorization in this paper by using the first condition each: the inequalities for y 1 , y 1 y 2 , y 1 y 2 y 3 and so on. The proof of the sum of squared logarithms inequality uses the last condition: e 1 (y), e 2 (y), e 3 (y) and so on.
Remark 2:
The sum of squared logarithms inequality is independent of Cohen's inequality (6).
Remark 3: Cohen's theorem (6) can also be applied to the inverse matrices (as in [33] ). The only additional inequality we gain is the other estimate for e n , that is the equality of determinants. (Which we already know by different considerations.) All the other "new" inequalities can be obtained by dividing the known ones by y 1 y 2 · · · y n = a 1 a 2 · · · a n .
